
29cm*6.5cm Round Rising banneton basket 100% handmade with
natural wicker

Main features of Round Rising banneton basket TSBT20

1. BEST FOR MAKING HEALTHY and ARTISAN BREAD : Bannetons are used for rising your dough
while providing the loaf with shape and wicking moisture from the crust, work by creating a slightly
humid micro-climate between the dough and the banneton during proofing, to create a superb skin
for artisan bread.

2. TOP QUALITY MATERIALS USED - Made of handmade, hand-crafted unbleached natural rattan
cane that is eco-friendly, food-safe, and non-toxic,

3. EASY TO CLEAN : Hand wash with warm water and keep dry after clean

4. MULTI-PURPOSE --- When not in use, why not use this handmade braided natural rattan as an
attractive and pretty bread basket, fruits basket, vegetables basket, or accessory around your
kitchen and home? The rustic appeal will give your room a traditional and classic feel.
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Usage instructions from Tsingbuy banneton basket factory

1. Clean and dry the basket, coated thinly and evenly with flour along inside of the basket

2. Put a piece of dough into the rattan basket till it completely fermented to fit the basket

3. The pattern of the rattan cane basket clearly imprint on the fermented dough, beautiful bread
mould formed.

4. Turn over the basket, take out of the dough, and transfer it onto a baking sheet of oven.

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Banneton-Basket.htm


5. Bake the bread, clean the basket or set another dough into it, repeat the above procedure.

 

Customized banneton proofing basket supplier

Tsingbuy always do the best from raw material to a perfect finished products. As the direct banneton basket factory, we
can make any shape and size as your requirements. Each years we mainly manufacture round, oval, rectangle, square,
triangle and oblong shapes of banneton baskets for our leading selling market in Australia, New Zealand, U.K., Sweden,
Germany, Russia, Lebanon, Israel, Brazil etc.  You can learn more details of round/triangle shape bannetons by clicking on
Round banneton proofing basket manufacturer and Triangle rattan can proving basket manufacturer.

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Round-Shape-China-Banneton-Proofing-Basket-TSBT01-TSBT07.html
https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Triangle-Shape-China-Banneton-Proofing-Basket-TSBT13-TSBT14.html




 

Banneton Basket Factory Pictures

 

 





 

About us

With 5years development, now we have 20sales, 100factory employees, working as a high efficient
team. Starting from our best-selling Banneton in the international market, we have expanded our
product line to a comprehensive range.

Contact us
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